QUESTIONNAIRE – PRIMARY SCHOOL
In the grid some situations which can occur in school or outside it are described . Put a cross on the answer
which you agree more on or that better describes your experience.
In my experience at school and/or in the district and/or in my family I have attended boys or girls
with handicaps
with special needs
of foreign nationality

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

Educative-didactic sphere
SITUATION

In your class there are students with difficulties.
According to you the lessons carried out in the
classroom ….

When you fail in some disciplines, the teachers …

According to you, when you or your school mates have
got a problem or fancy like to tell something …

If a child wants to tell something …

You have seen somebody cheating a schoolmate of
yours and you talk about it with your teachers …

I can always rely on my teachers. They …

POSSIBLE ANSWERS
 Always favor the good learning of all students because
the teachers take care in getting all of us to work;
 Sometimes the teacher cannot attend students in
difficulty and therefore they leave their task behind
 Teachers place side by side a tutor-mate to help





Help you understand where you were wrong
Encourage you by giving you some advices
Tell you off and give you some more homework
Tell you off and write a bad remark on the register






Teacher help you understand and solve the problem
Teachers listen to us in the classroom
Teachers listen to us during the breaks
It is forbidden talking about it at school

 Teachers invites him to talk in the classroom and all the
schoolmates listen to him ;
 Teachers tell us that we can talk about it during the
breaks
 The child talk about it only to the teacher
 Nobody listen to her/ him
 Teachers discuss on this subject with all the children in
the class;
 Teachers say that it is forbidden behaving in this way
 Teachers say that it is better to talk about it during the
break
 We are not supposed to talk about this kind of things in
school
 Understand If I’m crossed, in a bad mood or if I feel sick;
 help me in getting myself to accept my own moods but
always respecting my schoolmates
 do not under stand me e do not help me
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In your class a new school mate has come

 teachers have prepared a warming welcoming and they
take care of the new student;
 teachers invite us to collaborate in order to devote to
her/him attention ;
 teachers are worried
 The new student is welcomed with indifference

In your class there are some rules to reduce the
obstacles to participation

 Everybody have to respect them and who is not able asks
for help
 They are respected by those who want to respect them
 There are no rules.

The teacher wants to explaing a new content .
Usually …

 The teacher discusses about the topic, organizes the
group-work, gives materials to us, makes us assess on
group-work.
 The teacher does a lesson on the board, organizes some
group-work . The assessment is the same for all of us
 The teacher does a lesson on the board, makes us study
in the book. The assessment is the same for all of us
 The teacher reads on the book, make us study at home.
The assessment is the same for all of us

Organizative sphere
SITUATION
In your school there are frequent occasions of meeting
and collaboration among the students from nursery,
primary and lower secondary school.
According to you …

In your opinion, in which way teachers valorize the
cultural differences?

The school organizes didactic trips

POSSIBLE ANSWERS
 I like these meetings as it is always a pleasure to meet
mates from other schools.
 It has happen just one time at the beginning of the school
year
 No, it has never happened but I would have liked it.
 I am not interested in these meetings.
 By favoring the sharing of different experiences among
schoolmates ( through tales in class or drama activities )
 By organizing parties on the topic and inviting families
 In our school they have never organized sharing moments
among school and famliy.
 Everybody take part in them;
 Only children who can pay take part;
 Only who wants takes part .

Cultural-professional sphere
SITUATION

POSSIBLE ANSWERS

In the afternoon there are activities in the district
(soccer, other sports, parties …)

 They must be opened to all the children
 They must be opened to the good children
 They must be opened to children with no problems

In your class a new teacher has come

 The new teacher feels good because she/he has been
informed before on what to do in the class
 The new teacher needs to ask students to know about
what to do
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Teachers involve my family for …






Communicating my successes;
Communicating my difficulties;
Organizing several activities ;
Communicating only my failures .
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